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JERSEY ENRIQUE 

Merino Wool- 170m- 50 gr. and 3 mm needles 

Cast on 45 (52) sts and knit chart 

 

 

 

And then this chart: 

 

 

As we see, two rows are made until the end with the braid and two rows only the 

body, and there yo can put a maker. For de jersey backside the previous chart is 

made 6 (7) times plus 6 row, when knitting the 7º row we leave on hold 30 (34) sts 

of the body, knitting 4 (7) and come back at row 8 cast on the stitches of the sleeve 

37 (42) we start the chart blow. 



 

 

These 8 rows are made and then we do the following: 

 

  

This last  chart of the sleeve we do it in total 10 (11) times plus 6 rows. We are in 

the row 6º in the 7º (we have 12/13) braids. We bind of 37 (42) sts of the sleeve, 

we follow the stitches until the braid and when we come back we knitting the 

waiting stitches corresponding to the  body and we do the following chart: 

 

 

We repeat it 13(15) times- plus 6 rows more, 14(16) braids are left. When knitting 

the row 7º, we leave on hold 30 (34) sts of the body, knitting 4(7) and turn at row 

8 cast on the stithches of the sleeve 37 (42), we start the chart below: 



 

 

These 8 rows are made and then we do the following: 

 

 

This last  chart of the sleeve we do it in total 10 (11) times plus 6 rows. We are in 

the row 6º in the 7º (we have 12/13) braids. We bind of 37 (42) sts of the sleeve, 

we follow the stitches until the braid and when we come back we knitting the 

waiting stitches corresponding to the  body and we do the following chart: 

 

 

 

 For the back side the previous chart is made 6 (7) plus 6 rows more, in the 7º we 

knitting 12 sts- yarn over- k2tog-  k 12- yo- k2tog- k11- yo- k2tog for eyelets and 



turn (it would be the row 8 of the cart) and we do now the row 1º and in the row 2 

we bind of. 

We pick-up the neckline on the right side, come out 105 (113 ) sts. We turn and 

knitting in garter sts 11 (13) rows 

In the 12º (14º) knit 5- k2tog all row 

In the 16º (18º) knit 3- k2tog all row 

In the 20º (22º)  k 7- k2tog all row 

In the 22º (24º) we make the eyelet_ k2- yo- k2tog…. 

We do 3 more rows and in the 4º we bind of. 

In the side of the beginning of the work we pick up the neckline until down, we 

make 4 rows in garter sts. and in the 5º we bind of. 

In the other side we pick up sts and  knit 2 rows and bind of. 


